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CHAPTER 9 

Mathematical evaluation of fluorescence ratio 
techniques using an analytical model 

A.E. Saarnak, M.J.C. van Gemert, H.J.C.M. Sterenborg 



Chapter 9 

Abstract 

Seven fluorescence detection techniques, most of them based on a fluorescence intensity ratio, were 
evaluated. Influence of tissue parameters such as blood content and autofluorescence intensity was 
investigated mathematically using an analytical model. The properties of the methods and their 
variables are summarised. 
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Introduction 
In vivo spectroscopy and imaging of fluorescent molecules that localise in tumour tissue have been 
subject of intense investigation for more than two decades. Initially, the fluorescent properties of 
fluorescent drugs were used for measurements of the pharmacokinetics of these compounds for 
optimising photodynamic therapy. Fluorescence contrast between tumour and normal tissue would 
be used to demarcate the tumour. Later, with the introduction of fluorescent tumour-localising 
compounds with less or no photosensitive effect, research focussed on early detection of malignant 
lesions. 

Most fluorescent dyes used for tumour detection emit red fluorescence and are efficiently excited 
with blue-violet light, for instance obtained from a Kr-ion laser or a Hg-lamp. Many groups have 
built fluorescence measurement systems giving either spatial or spectral resolution in order to 
extract fluorescence information necessary for a good quantification of the fluorophore. Several 
problems had to be dealt with such as movements in excitation and detection devices which occur 
for instance during endoscopic measurements, pigmentation and high blood content leading to high 
absorption of light, or high background fluorescence signals from tissue. 

Several different approaches for in vivo fluorescence measurements have been developed. These 
methods (Method I-Vu) will be evaluated in this chapter. The most straightforward way to measure 
fluorophore fluorescence in vivo is to illuminate the tissue with light at a fluorophore excitation 
maximum wavelength and subsequently detect fluorescence at a fluorophore emission wavelength 
(Policard 1924) (Method I). This method has been used for instance by Kriegmair et al. (1994) who 
detected aminolevulinic acid-induced protoporphyrin IX fluorescence in neoplastic lesions in the 
bladder, using an imaging system. The method is extremely sensitive to set-up geometry and tissue 
optics at excitation as well as emission wavelengths. The advantage with the technique is that the 
measurements are straightforward and the result does not require complicated data analysis. For 
endoscopic measurements a system was developed by Profio (1984) who measured red and green 
fluorescence, the latter containing only autofluorescence. By calculating a red/green fluorescence 
intensity ratio the influence of tissue optics of the excitation wavelength on the measurements was 
cancelled (Method II). Baumgartner et al. (1987) used two excitation wavelengths, one for 
excitation of fluorophore fluorescence and the other for excitation of autofluorescence. The 
excitation intensities were scaled to produce equal autofluorescence intensity, and subsequently the 
autofluorescence was subtracted from the fluorophore fluorescence (Method III). 
Monnier et al. (1990) developed a fluorescence ratio imaging system which measures a red/green 
fluorescence intensity ratio. An empirically found factor a, the ratio between red and green 
autofluorescence intensity, is subtracted from the fluorescence ratio which results in red fluorophore 
fluorescence only: 

In Lausanne an imaging system for endoscopic measurements was developed measuring real-time 
fluorescence images. A red/green fluorescence intensity was measured and an empirically found 
factor a, the ratio between red and green autofluorescence intensity, was subtracted to obtain the red 
fluorophore fluorescence only (Method IV) (Monnier et al. 1990). The imaging system developed in 
Lund detected fluorescence at three different wavelengths and autofluorescence subtraction and a 
red/blue fluorescence intensity ratio calculation was performed (Method V) (Montân et al. 1985). 
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Quantitative measurements of fluorophore concentration was attempted by Sinaasappel and 
Sterenborg using two excitation wavelengths and detecting red and green fluorescence. A double 
red/green fluorescence ratio was calculated which gives a result independent of optical properties of 
the tissue, as shown in measurements of optical phantoms and pigmented normal tissue 
(Sinaasappel and Sterenborg 1993, Sterenborg et al. 1996) (Method VI). Saarnak et al. used a 
method where the red/green fluorescence intensity ratio from spectrally resolved measurements was 
determined in vivo, and normalised with a control measurement, thereby eliminating influence of 
optical properties (Chapter 8 of this thesis) (Method Vu). 

We analysed the different fluorescence detection techniques with a mathematical tissue model 
giving analytical results which are easy to interpret. The analysis was made by varying different 
tissue parameters in the model. The goal was to determine the special characteristics of each 
technique. 

Materials and methods 
Mathematical tissue model 
The mathematical tissue model used was based on 3-dimensional transport theory in a one-
dimensional geometry which has been described by Gardner et al. (1996). The tissue was considered 
to be a semi-infinite homogeneous medium with absorbing and scattering properties. Intrinsic tissue 
autofluorophores as well as exogenous fluorophores were assumed to be homogeneously distributed 
with a concentration Ca [kM/m3] and Cf [kM/m3], respectively. Fluorescence F [W/m2] at 
wavelength Xem generated at position r and leaving the surface plane z=0 at position s was described 
as a sum of autofluorescence and fluorophore fluorescence: 

F W , \ e m 00 = (CaYaXexc,Xem + Cf Y faxe Mm ^ j j * A.exc(r)^em ( r ^ ) d r (1) 

F=fluorescence [W/m2] 
0= fluence rate of excitation light [W/m2] 
Ca=autofluorophore concentration [kM/m3] 
Cf=fluorophore concentration [kM/m3] 
Ya=fluorescence yield autofluorophores [m2/kM] 
Yf=fluorescence yield fluorophores [m2/kM] 
^fluorescence escape function [1/m2] 

The fluorescence yields Ya [m
2/kM] and Yf [m

2/kM] are the product of the fluorophore extinction 
coefficient, the fluorescence quantum yield and the ratio between energy of the absorbed photon and 
the fluorescence photon. 

It was assumed that an infinitely broad beam of excitation light at wavelength Xtxc with irradiance I 
[W/m2] was incident perpendicularly on the tissue at z=0. In this one-dimensional geometry the 
fluence rate distribution and the escape function were functions of the depth z only (Gardner et al. 
1996). Fluorescence, fluence rate and the escape function were describes as: 

FXexc,Xem(z) = (caYaXexc,^em +Cf YfaKCfam )ƒ****: (ztéXem ( z)d z [W/m2] (2) 
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* / - W . . - | i e f F <*«>•* [W/m 2 ] (3) 

e / ^ - p - H e f f ^ e m ) - 2 [-] (4) 

where the effective attenuation coefficient ^ [m1] was dependent on the absorption coefficient u* 
[m1] and reduced scattering coefficient \i\ [m"1] in the following way: 

jieff=>/3jia(^+M- ,s) [ m '1 ] ( 5 ) 

Fluorescence detection techniques 
The fluorescence measurement techniques and the wavelengths and mathematical expressions used 
in the evaluation are listed in Table 1. Using the mathematical model (Eq. 2) and the one-
dimensional expressions for the fluence rate, Eq. 3, and escape function, Eq. 4, the solutions for the 
different fluorescence techniques could be found. 

Method I: Fluorescence measured (F) at one wavelength 
Inserting Eqs. 3-5 into Eq. 1 and solving the integral gives the following expression for 

fluorescence F: 

(,CaY<aexcUeml + C f Yflexcl,Xeml) ^ 

M-efftexcl + u-efReml 

Method II: Red/green fluorescence intensity ratio 
The ratio fluorometer system developed by Profio (1984) calculates a ratio between two 

fluorescence wavelengths A,emi and Xem2-

fiiexcUeml _ I C a YaXexcl,Xeml + C f Y a e x c U e m l M-efRexcl + M-efflem2 

^XexclMml ! CaYaXexcl,A.em2 ^efOexcl +M-efaeml 
(7) 

Method III: Autofluorescence subtraction using two excitation wavelengths 
Baumgartner et al. (1987) introduced this method using two excitation wavelengths Xexc\ and ^exc2. 
Autofluorescence could be subtracted using a scaling factor k: 

^excl.Xeml * ' ^\exc2,Xeml 

C f YftexcUeml k ' C f Yftexc2,Xeml 

^efftexcl + M-efaeml V-dHeid + ^efaeml / 

(8) 

The scaling factor k has been chosen so that À,eXci and A,exc2 induce equal autofluorescence 
intensities. 
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Method IV: Autofluorescence subtraction from a fluorescence ratio 
Monnier et al. (1990) developed a fluorescence ratio imaging system which measures a red/green 
fluorescence intensity ratio. An empirically found factor a, the ratio between red and green 
autofluorescence intensity, is subtracted from the fluorescence ratio which results in red fluorophore 
fluorescence only: 

FXexcl,Xeml _ _ Fkexcl,Xeml _ F(Cf =0)X£xcl,A,eml 

Ftaxcl,>.em2 ^Xe\c\Mm2 F (C f =0)taxcl,Xem2 

(9) 

_ C f Y a e x c U e m l (P-effXexcl + M-effA,em2 ) 
C a YaXexcl,^em2 (M-efftexcl + M-effleml ) 

Method V: Autofluorescence subtraction and a fluorescence ratio 
The group of Svanberg (Montân et al. 1985) used one excitation wavelength and measured 
fluorescence at three different wavelengths which were used for autofluorescence subtraction and 
subsequently for calculating a ratio: 

FXexcUeml ~ f ' *Wl,A«n3 Cf YOexcUeml (^efaexcl + l̂ efaem2 ) 
FXexcUem2 CaYaXexcl,Xem2 (̂ efftexcl + M-efReml ) 

The factor f is the ratio between autofluorescence at Xem2 and A,em3. 

Method VI: The Double Ratio (DR) using two excitation wavelengths and two 
emission wavelengths 

The Double Ratio (DR), introduced by Sinaasappel and Sterenborg (1993), combines the dual-
wavelength detection method by Profio with dual-wavelength excitation introduced by 
Baumgartner. One excitation wavelength is chosen at a fluorophore fluorescence excitation 
maximum, the other at a wavelength less efficient for inducing fluorophore fluorescence. After 
excitation a fluorescence ratio is calculated between fluorophore fluorescence at Xem] and 
autofluorescence at ^em2. The Double Ratio is obtained by dividing the fluorescence ratios of both 
excitation wavelengths and normalising this by the DR of autofluorescence only: 

UKtaxcl,A.exc2,Xeml,Xem2 ~~ 

(11) 

^excl.Xeml 

i ^-excl,Xem2 } 

r ( C f =0)XexcUem2 

F (C f =0)XexcUeml 

^exc2,X,eml 

k *\exc2,Xem2 , 

r ( C f =0)taxc2,A,em2 

^ F ( C f =0)Xexc2Aeml 

• *fXexcl,;\.eml „ 
7T f 
CaYaXexcl,a,eml _ 1 + ataxcl,A.emlCf 

Yaexc2,Xeml 1 + «>.exc2aemlCf 1+ — • — c 
^-a *aXexc2,/leml 
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Method VII: Normalised fluorescence ratio (NFR), a fluorescence intensity ratio 
normalised by its control 
The normalised fluorescence ratio (NFR) was used by Saarnak et al. (1998, Chapter 8) and is the 

ratio between fluorophore fluorescence and autofluorescence from one excitation wavelength, 

normalised by the ratio of the autofluorescence without any fluorophore present: 

(12) 

N F RXexcl,Acml,\em2 -

FA.excl,Xeml F (C f =0)texcl,Xem2 YpXexcl,X,eml n . r 
= ' ——• r~v f = 1 + a^>":l ,X.eml cf 

I\exclAem2 F (C f =0)taxcl,taml L a YaXexcl,Xeml 

Table 1. A description of methods I-VII and the wavelengths and mathematical expression used in the evaluation. 

METHOD Mathematical expression 

I Fluorescence measured at one 

wavelength (Kriegmair 1994) 

wavelengths: Xexci, Xemi 

f Xexcl,Xeml 

n Red/green fluorescence intensity ratio 

(Profio 1984) 

wavelengths: Xexci, Xeml, Xem2 

i'Xexcl^emU JHXexcl,X.em2 

m Autofluorescence subtraction using 

two excitation wavelengths 

(Baumgartner 1987) 

wavelengths: Xexci, Xexc2, Xem/ 

f'Xexc 1 Aem 1 ~K'I*Xexc2,Ä.eml 

rv Autofluorescence subtraction from a 

fluorescence ratio (Monnier 1990) 

wavelengths: Xexc!, Xemh Xem2 

l'ÀexclAeml' r'Xexcl.Ä.eml'Ct 

V Autofluorescence subtraction and a 

fluorescence ratio (Montan 1985) 

wavelengths: Xexci, Xemi, Xem2, Xenl3 

(.rXexclAeml't'r'XexclAemSj' tHA.excl,Xem2 

VI Double Ratio using two excitation 

wavelengths and two emission 

wavelengths (Sinaasappel 1993) 

wavelengths: Xexch Xexc2, Xem/t Xem2 

**Xexcl,X,eml '^ .exc2,\em2 

*\excl,Ä.em2 ' 0,exc2,A.eml 

F(Cf =0)?iexcUem2 • F(Cf =0)taxc2,>.eml 

F(Cf=0)Xexcl,Xeml ' F(Cf =0)\exc2,Xem2 

vn Normalised Fluorescence Ratio, a 

fluorescence intensity ratio normalised 

by its control (Saarnak) 

wavelengths: Xexci, Xemi, Xem2 

F \ excUeml F (C f =0)X,excl,X.em2 

^X,excl,^.em2 (Cf =0)Xexcl,Xeml 
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Parameters for the evaluation 
The wavelengths inserted into Eqs. 6-12 were approximately the wavelengths used in the papers 
describing the different methods. Table 2 shows the wavelengths used in the calculations for 
Methods I-VU. 

Table 2. Wavelengths used for the calculations. 

METHOD 

II 

m 

rv 

v 

VI 

Fluorescence measured at one 
wavelength 

Wavelengths (nm) 
A-exc2 Aemi A,ern2 

Red/green fluorescence intensity ratio 
Autofluorescence subtraction using 
two excitation wavelengths 
Autofluorescence subtraction from a 
fluorescence ratio 
Autofluorescence subtraction and a 
fluorescence ratio 

^em3 

405 630 

475 690 562 
405 470 630 

407 630 550 

337 630 600 

Double Ratio 

vm Normalised Fluorescence Ratio 
405 435 690 550 
405 652 510 

We assumed CaYa after excitation with Àexc,and measured at Xeml to equal 1 and thereafter chose 
relative values of CaYa at Xem2 and all values of CfYf based on measurements of fluorescence spectra 
in vivo (see Fig. 1). 

0 5 ' 

CD •*—» 
_c 
CD 

o 

CaA(^exc1)= f 
CaA(^exc2)=3 \ CPP(X6XC1)=6 

0) 

03 
CD TCpP(?W)=2 
O 

M — 

^ V * . 1 / f<^\ CaA(Xex 

K m2 ^em1 

waveli 3ngth 

Figure 1. Schematic fluorophore and autofluorescence spectrum in vivo. The arrows indicate the fluorescence intensity 
at different parts of the spectrum where the parameters for the calculations were determined. 

The relative fluorescence yield of each wavelength can be estimated from the excitation spectrum of 
the fluorophore. In cases where two excitation wavelengths were used, they generally were assumed 
to induce equal autofluorescence. Table 3 shows how the parameters were chosen in the 
calculations. 
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Table 3 Tissue parameters used in the calculations. Ca and Cf denote the autofluorophore and fluorophore 
concentration, respectively, and Y „and Yfthe corresponding fluorescence yields. 

^-exclAeml ^excl,^-em2 êxc2> -̂eml A^Xc2î em2 

CaYa 

QYf 

1 3 
0 

3 
0 

per definition 

Tissue absorption coefficients were assumed to be dominated by blood absorption. The absorption 

coefficient of blood was chosen according to Svaasand et al. (1995). Scattering coefficients for skin 

were used according to Vijverberg et al. (1993). We neglected influence of fluorophore absorption 

and scattering and assumed that light transport in tissue was a function of intrinsic tissue parameters 

only. Table 4 shows the absorption and scattering coefficients used at different blood 

concentrations. 

Table 4. Tissue scattering » and absorpt ion coefficients at differen blood concentration. 

Blood concentration 
0.2% 0.5% 1% 2% 3% 4% 

X,(nm) Us (cm"1) Mem"1) Mem"1) ua (cm"1) Mem"1) Mem"1) u, (cm"1) 

337 190 1.2 3 6 12 18 24 

405 120 5 12.5 25 50 75 100 

440 80 1.7 4.25 8.5 17 25.5 34 

470 55 0.38 0.95 1.9 3.8 5.7 7.6 

475 50 0.36 0.9 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 

500 40 0.26 0.65 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 
550 28 0.69 1.7 3.5 6.9 10.5 13.9 
560 27 0.62 1.55 3.1 6.2 9.3 12.4 

630 20 0.016 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.32 

690 15 0.008 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 

In the calculations where other parameters than blood was varied, tissue was assumed to contain 1 % 
blood. Irradiance I was when used always chosen to equal 1 W/m2. 

Results 
Irradiance 

The irradiance I is present in the solutions of Methods I and UI (Eqs. 6 and 8), which will be 

influenced by fluctuations in the excitation light source. Methods II and IV-VU are all based on a 

fluorescence ratio and the irradiance I is cancelled in the final result. 

Absorption 

Figure 2 shows the influence of 0.2-4% blood concentration normalised by 1% blood 

concentration. Blood absorbs strongly at around 400 nm which means that in all Methods mainly 

the absorption of the excitation wavelength is influenced. Methods I and in are inversely 

proportional to the effective attenuation coefficients and therefore decrease with increasing 

absorption coefficients (Eqs. 6 and 8). In Methods II, IV and V (Eqs. 7, 9 and 10) the fluorescence 
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ratio almost cancels the influence of absorption of the excitation light since the û faexci is found in 
the numerator as well as in the denominator. In Methods II and V a slight increase is seen with 
increasing blood concentration which is caused by absorption at around 550-560 nm which is the 
wavelength band where the autofluorescence is measured. At this wavelength blood has an 
absorption peak which influences the effective attenuation coefficient. Methods VI and VII do not 
depend the optical properties of tissue and are not influenced by changes in blood absorption. 

© 
.2 oT 
g l 
•o 3 

CD a> 
= J CO 

o "o 
CO ^ 
ü 

3 

2.5 -\ 

2 

1.5 H 

1 

0.5 H 

o 

o—o 
I I . I V . V , VI.VII 

- o c ^ — 

1 2 3 
blood concentration (%) 

Figure 2. Calculated values of different methods as a function of blood concentration and normalised by 1% blood 
concentration. 

Autofluorescence 
In Fig. 3 the calculated values of the methods is depicted as a function of autofluorescence intensity 
(CaYa), normalised by CaYa=l. An increase in autofluorescence intensity causes a decrease in the 
calculated values of Methods H, IV,V and Vu. This is caused by the factor CaYa in the denominator 
of the solutions in these methods. 

> 

CD 

CD 

JO 

O 
CO 

o 

4.5 
4 

3.5 -
3 -

2.5 
2 

1.5 -
1 -

0.5 
0 ~i 1 1 1 r-

0 0.5 1 
autofluorescence intensity 

Figure 3. Calculated values of different methods as a function of autofluorescence intensity and normalised by CJ„ =1. 
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Method m is the only method which does not depend on the autofluorescence, if the scaling factor k 
is chosen so that autofluorescence from one excitation wavelength equals the autofluorescence from 
the other excitation wavelength. Method I increases with increasing autofluorescence since the 
autofluorescence is added to the fluorophore fluorescence at the measured wavelength. Method VI 
decreases with increasing autofluorescence intensity but to a less degree than the other methods. In 
this case two autofluorescence intensities are divided by each other (Eq. 11) and the ratio will 
almost equal 1 if the two excitation wavelengths are chosen close to each other. In the calculations 
the autofluorescence induced by the two excitation wavelengths was chosen to be identical. 
Subtraction of autofluorescence from fluorophore fluorescence is done in Methods IV and V, 
whereby a scaling factor is used to scale autofluorescence at one wavelength so that it equals 
autofluorescence at the other fluorophore emission wavelength. This scaling factor can be 
determined from tissue where Cp=0. 

Fluorophore concentration 
Methods I-V and Vu depend linearly on the fluorophore concentration Cf. Semi-quantitative 
measurements of fluorophore concentration can be made using these methods. Method VI has a 
more complicated relation with fluorophore concentration, shown in Fig 4. 

1 2 3 
fluorophore concentration Cp 

Figure 4. The DR as a function of fluorophore concentration Cp. 

Method VI is sensitive for low fluorophore concentrations but reaches an asymptote at high 
concentrations. The initial slope of the curve in Fig. 4 equals (â exci.Xemi-ccxexc2,Xemi) and the DR 
asymptote reached at high fluorophore concentrations is OCxexci,;LetTii/ocxexc2,\emi- If the 
autofluorescence intensity induced by both excitation wavelengths is equal (Ya>.exci=Yaxexc2), this 
asymptote is approximately equal to the ratio of the excitation efficiency of the two excitation 
wavelengths. 
Measurement and tissue parameters are summarised in Table 5. The table indicates if the parameter 
influences the method or not. 
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Table 5. Summary of methods and parameters which influence fluorescence measurements. A 'S' means that the 
parameter influences the method, and the 'S- ' denotes that the parameters has hardly any influence on the method. A 
'X' means that the parameter does not influence the method. 

METHOD 

Parameter I n m rv V VI vn 
irradiance / X / X X X X 
optical properties 
excitation wavelength 

/ / - / • - / - X X 

optical properties emission 

wavelengths 

/ / / y / X X 

autofluorescence intensity S / X / / / - / 

Discussion 

The choice of a fluorescence detection technique should be based on the application it will be used 
for. All methods based on a ratio between two fluorescent emission wavelengths are independent of 
geometry changes and variations in irradiance. This makes them suitable for endoscopic 
measurements where movements during measurements would be expected. Absorption of excitation 
light is almost cancelled in these ratios which is an advantage if the tissue contains an absorber such 
as blood. The dependence of optical properties on the emission light is still present. In Method VI, 
the Double Ratio, two different excitation wavelengths are used which should be used under 
identical geometrical circumstances. The DR assumes that the tissue volume and fluorophores 
reached by the two excitation light wavelengths are the same. 

Another property of methods using a fluorophore/autofluorescence intensity ratio is that a decrease 
in autofluorescence intensity causes an increase in the ratios. This can enhance the contrast between 
tumour to normal fluorescence ratio if tumour autofluorescence intensity is lower. It is important to 
realise that it may due to an effect of autofluorescence intensity and not due to differences in 
fluorophore concentration. For tumour detection it can be advantageous but not for semi
quantitative measurements of fluorophore concentration. 

Autofluorescence subtraction from the total measured fluorescence enables imaging of fluorophore 
fluorescence which otherwise would not be visible due to low signal compared to the 
autofluorescence. Most methods subtract autofluorescence measured at a different wavelength and 
multiplied with a scaling factor. The scaling factor can be determined prior to fluorophore 
administration or from a control sample. These techniques depend on the autofluorescence intensity 
to remain constant after fluorophore administration. If a mean of control samples is used individual 
differences in autofluorescence must be neglectible. 

Optical properties are only corrected for by the DR (Method VI) and the NFR (Method VU). This is 
done by dividing one fluorescence ratio with a second fluorescence ratio measured at the same 
emission wavelengths. In the DR the second ratio is excited with a different excitation wavelength 
while the NFR divides with the fluorescence ratio of a control sample or a measurement before 
fluorophore administration. An advantage with the DR is that it is almost unaffected by variations in 
autofluorescence. This property, together with its independence of tissue optical properties makes it 
suitable for semi-quantitative detection of fluorophores. The drawback of the method is the non-
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linear relation between the DR and the fluorophore concentration. The insensitivity at high 
fluorophore concentrations makes it more suitable for diagnostics rather than for measurements of 
fluorophore pharmacokinetics. 

The DR insensitivity for variations in high fluorophore concentrations can be an advantage in other 
applications of fluorescence spectroscopy. This property of the DR might be useful for 
measurements of tumour thickness in vivo. The Appendix describes calculations of the DR in a 
layered tissue model where the tumour thickness is varied. The DR remains independent of 
variations in fluorophore concentration, but the DR value varies as a function of the tumour 
thickness if the thickness is less than the penetration depth of light (see Fig. 5 in the Appendix). 
The NFR can be used for semi-quantitative measurements of fluorophore concentration. However, 
when comparing two different kinds of tissue, such as tumour and normal tissue, the 
autofluorescence and fluorophore properties have to be known. The parameter a depends on 
autofluorescence intensity as well as fluorophore fluorescence yield, and these factors must remain 
constant during a measurement. The method is also based on that the control autofluorescence is 
representative for further sample autofluorescence. 

Appendix 
Tumour thickness estimation using the DR 
If the penetration depth of the excitation light is larger than the tumour-thickness, a fluorescence 
measurement gives a signal obtained from the tumour as well as underlying normal tissue. At high 
fluorophore concentrations the DR is insensitive to changes in concentrations within the tumour but 
it will be influenced by an underlying tissue layer with less fluorophore concentration. 
The dependency of tumour thickness on the DR can be investigated using a layered tissue model 
used by Saarnak et al. (1998) (Chapter 6). The tumour was assumed to be a basal cell carcinoma 
(BCC), a red coloured lesion used for measurements in Chapter 4. The fluorophore used in this 
chapter was mTHPC. The model assumes two layers, the superficial one with thickness z,, here 
denoted layer B since it simulates the BCC, and the other semi-infinite, denoted layer N simulating 
normal tissue. Excitation light is incident on the superficial layer B and fluorescence is calculated at 
the surface at z=0. Further conditions are identical to the mathematical model described above. The 
fluorophore concentration is different in layer B and N. 
Since the optical properties of most tissues are unknown, as well as the fluorescence quantum yield 
of fluorophores in vivo, a number of assumptions are made to simplify the model. The effective 
attenuation coefficients at one wavelength is assumed to be equal in both layers which means that 
|J.B(A.)=|XN(X.)=M-(^)- A 1 S O t h e autofluorescence properties were assumed to be equal for both layers; 
C aB=C aN a n d YaBXexc.Xem=YaNXexc,X,em= laXexc.Xem-

Assuming that M^)=MK.ci), M ^ ^ H N O « « * ) and MKmù=M^Ù, which means that the 
effective attenuation coefficients are the same for each layer and wavelength, the DR in the layered 
model is: 
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DRa.excl,X.exc2,taml(zl) : 

. CffiYfBXexcl,>.eml 

^-aB *aBXexcl,A,eml 

(l _ e"
zl (Hi ( W l )+m (Km\ ))L 

1
 CpBYpBXexc2,Xeml 

CaBYaB^exc2,Xeml 

. (l _ e - z l k l (^exc2 )+m (Ä-eml )))_, 

1 + 
CfNYfNXexcl,A.eml 

^aN ^aNÀ£xcl,À.eml 

z l (M^exc l )+m(^eml) ) 

1 + -
CfMY, fNIfNXexc2,Xeml 

CaNYaN^exc2,^eml 

il(m(^exc2)+Hl(^eml)) 

(13) 

For large z, Eq. 13 approaches Eq. 11, where the DR is a semi-infinite medium with the properties 
of layer B. As mentioned above, Eq. 11 approaches the limit a(XexciXm0/a(Xexc2,X,m0 if C p » l . 
However, if the thickness z, of the tumour is less than the penetration depth of the excitation light, 
the DR will reach an asymptotic value which is an average of the fluorescence in BCC and normal 
tissue. Using Eq. 13, theoretically the tumour thickness can be determined from the DR. To do that, 
the optical properties and a(\aciXa,\Va(Xaua,Xemi) must be known and the PS concentration in the 
BCC must be in the asymptotic region of the DR (C p »l) . 

0.5 1 1.5 
tumour thickness (mm) 

Figure 5. The DR as a function of tumour thickness using Eq. 13. 

Figure 5 shows the DR as a function of tumour thickness z, using Eq. 13. The effective attenuation 
coefficients used, shown in Table 6, were found in literature (Vijverberg et al. 1993). 

Table 6. Effective attenuation coefficients used in the calculations from Vijverberg et al. (1993). The same coefficients 
were used in layer B and layer N. 

Wavelength |X (mm"') 

Acxcl 

Aexc2 

A.eml 

3 
2.5 

0.43 

16 
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The T/N-ratio (CpB/CpN) was assumed to equal 3 (see Table 2 in Chapter 4). The factors a had to 
chosen since they are unknown. When the DR reaches its asymptotic value 
aaeXci,?Wmi)/a(̂ xc2,A.emi) is approximately the ratio between the excitation efficiency between the 
two excitation wavelength. In this case, 405 was assumed to induce 2 times more mTHPC 
fluorescence than 435 nm. For the autofluorescence equal excitation efficiency of both wavelength 
was assumed. In Table 7 the exact values of the different parameters are shown. The factor 
CpNoc(?ieXc2,̂ emi) was chosen equal to 1.5 and thereafter the other parameters could be calculated as 
described above. 

Table 7. Parameters used for calculations. 

Cpa(A,eXcl,A.eml) Cp(X(Àexc2,A,eml) 

Normal 1.5 0.75* 

BCC 4.5 2.25 

'per definition 

The factor 1.5 is rather arbitrary but it was chosen so that the maximum DR in BCC (layer B), 
obtained when zi was large was about equal 1.7, the maximum value found in the measurements 
(Fig. lc in Chapter 8), and that when z,=0 was chosen the DR equalled approximately 1.4, as found 
in normal skin in the measurements (Fig. lc in Chapter 8). 
The BCC are red lesions with higher absorption of blue light and therefore |ia is underestimated in 
the calculations since the absorption was assumed to be equal in normal tissue and tumour. 
However, these calculations indicate that using the DR to estimate the tumour-thickness might be 
possible. 
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